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For the adventurous showman with an eye for the outrageous, this riotous guide provides

step-by-step instructions for creating penis puppets. Daring artists can attempt to build the

"Hamburger," offer a ride on the "Skateboard," tell the time with the "Wristwatch," and show off all

manner of animals, including the Loch Ness Monster. Equal parts absurd and scandalous, this is a

hilarious guide to creating the worldâ€™s most unique art.
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Well what can I say about this fabulous book. Before I read this book my life was dull, imcomplete

but through this book I discovered that my penis was not an inanimate peice of flesh just hanging

there in between my legs but a instument of pleaseure that I can share with many people through

the magic of puppetry! It is no longer the dull slip of skin that was but an all singing ,all dancing

Marionette of mirth!I've already been putting on puppet shows for all my friends and family and so

far they have been delighted.I would wholeheartedly recommend this book to everyman

everywhere.

While detailed and imaginative, "Puppetry of the Penis: The Ancient Australian Art of Genital

Origami", is only the tip of Simon Morley and David Friend's fascinating show of penis-art. This book

explores the many different shapes and positions the penis can be temporarily molded into. And

thank you Morley and Friend, for rising to the occasion, and putting your penis-art in a book, for the

world to see.Many of these penis-puppets are hard to accomplish without lots of practice. The



"Hamburger", "Hot Dog and a Bun", and the "Loch Ness Monster" are among the more challenging

puppets to create, but you'll have plenty of fun trying.Don't be ashamed to take matters into your

own hands, and buy "Puppetry of the Penis", today!

The things this book shows with a man's penis hurt to look at but it really is hilarious; my husband

and I laughed until we cried while looking through the book.They do not shy away from the close up

crotch shot so faint of heart need not apply.

I really enjoyed the book. It's a great gift idea for that special guy in your life. I was a little

underwhelemed with some of the more simple origami tricks. Some of them are creative, like the

hamburger or the Loc Nes Monster. But others are just... what you would expect a guy to do with his

junk. The book is entertaining for sure but the most shocking origami techniques are already on

google images.

This book is just the thing to bring a little genital excitement into your dull, drab, wretched life. It

proves beyond a shadow of a foreskin that it is a phallacy that the penis can't be funny. The authors'

hilarious exhibit of penis performance art is guaranteed to drive all your inadequacies away. My

favorite is the puppet with the pop-up feature. This is one of the funniest and most entertaining

books I've ever seen. I'd love to see the show if it ever comes around to my obscure and vanishing

corner of America's sexual landscape.

Rarely has a body part been elevated to center stage in quite this way! If you love history, origami,

the Outback, or penises, or are gay or a woman who likes shocking her mother by leaving things

like this lying around where she can see them, I strongly urge you to read this incomparable book

right now!

Painful to look at...but very interesting part of a "man part"...makes you wonder how in the world can

they do this?????You never know what is going on in the world until you see stuff like

this.......amazing!!! You must have a sence of humor to appreciate this art form.

Everyone will love this. Not at all a nasty thing in any way. This is just plain fun and creative. May

want to be adults only however.
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